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Bifurcation of the amphibian embryo's axis: analysis of
variation in response to egg centrifugation
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ABSTRACT Xenopus embryos have been reported to vary widely in their developmental response
to centrifugation. Variation in response to centrifugation, as measured by embryo survival and
twinning of axial structures, was monitored in different spawnings of Xenopus laeviseg9s. A convenient
method for quantifying the egg cytoplasm's potential for displacement in a centrifugal field was
employed. It involved testing small batches of eggs from each spawn under carefully controlled
conditions for displacement of the cytoplasm while held in an inverted orientation. The cytoplasmic
immobility (CIM) values thus measured in samples from each spawn were correlated with the
spawning's developmental success (survival of embryos) and the twinning frequency after
centrifugation. Those spawnings with high CIM values (i.e. a rigid or stiff cytoplasm) had the highest
survival rates and the lowest frequency and severity of twinning in centrifuged eggs. Variations in CIM
account for the broad variation in response to centrifugation previously noted in several reports and
further emphasize the role cytoplasmic compartments play vis-a-vis egg organization and early
embryonic pattern formation.
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Introduction

A remarkable number offeatures of early Xenopus laevisembryonic
development routinely exhibit substantial egg.to-egg variation.
Although often overlooked in everyday experimentation. numerous
authors have cited the lack of a correlation between several of the
so-called .textbook version. features of pattern specification and
the morphogenesis regularly observed among different batches of
eggs. Table 1 summarizes several of those variant features.

At least three factors. and probably even more, can account for
that substantial variation in morphogenetic pattern. Rrst. the
intrinsic nature ofthe morphogenetic information and its cytoplasmic
organization system which is built into the egg during oogenesis
may contribute to egg-to-egg variation. Perhaps morphogenetic
determinants are organized as gradients, as has been proposed by
several authors (reviewed by Meinhardt. 1984). If the gradient
components are not tightly anchored to the egg's cytoskeleton, they
would be expected to be highly susceptible to reorganization by
environmental influences. such as physical shock or drastic
temperature changes, or by the physiological conditions of the
female. That reorganization could easily account for a large amount
of egg.to-egg variation in several of the properties listed in Table 1.

Second. the large size of the egg provides substantial physical
forces, such as the torque exhibited during the egg's natural gravity
rotation which follows fertilization. These physical forces might
exceed the limit of the cytoskeleton to maintain the rigid organization

system for the egg's cytoplasm. In smaller eggs. such as those of
several marine invertebrates (e.g. Stye/a). the cytoskeleton is capable
of guiding a wholesale relocation of major cytoplasmic components
throughout the entire egg. In the larger eggs. including those of most
amphibians, the large yolk platelets often provide a gravity-driven
force of sufficient magnitude to disrupt morphogenesis if they
cause a reshuffling of the cytoplasm when the egg is inverted (Neff
et al.. 1983).

Third. one may speculate that females which spawn collections
of eggs that include individual eggs with variations in key features
are. on average, better suited for perpetuating the species in
environments which occasionally pose overwhelming challenges for
one or another type of egg.

The intrinsic nature of the amphibian egg's morphogenetic
determinants is due largely to a passive phylogenetic history. The
large, yolk~laden character of the egg is the product of a more active
natural selection. Those two factors. as well as the selective
advantage that spawns with broad-spectrum eggs offer can perhaps
account for the tendency of the Xenopus egg to display variations
of the type listed in Table 1. Viewed in this context, it is easy to
understand why the amphibian egg is generally considered to be an
example of a regulative rather than determinative type of egg.
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TABLE1

EGG CHARACTERISTICS THAT VARY AMONG XENOPUS
SPAWNINGS

Fellture Comment Reference
--- -- -- --
size up to 50% difference

In volume

cy10keratln organization Klymkowsky er al.. 1987
vanes from barely
detectable to
robust array

membrane resting Kusano er aI, 1977
potential and sensitIVIty
to neurotransmItters
vary enormously

eggs from same Palecek et ai, 1978
spawning occasionally
show variations

MalaClnskl, 1990

cytoskeleton

pigmentation
pattern

sperm entrance site!

a.'5 orientation

germ plasm

good but not necessarily Ehnson, 1980
absolute correlation Vincent et ai, 1986

up 10...18 difference In Akita and Wakahara. 1985
volume of germplasmIn
eggs of single spawnmg

substantial variation Vincent and Gerhart. 1987
suggests a -rotation
threshold.

gray crescent Ehnson. 1989
often not observed

subcortical rotation of
egg penplasm

gray crescent/a'us
orientation

cytoplasmiC compartments differences in size.
shape and apparent
VISCOSity
among spawnlngs

1SI cleavage furrow! good but not

a'lIs orientation necessanlyabsolute
correlation

Smith and Neff, 1986

Vincent er al., 1986

~---------

One way to gain insight into the manner in which morphogenetic
information is stored in the Xenopus egg. and later deployed to
specify pattern, is to employ experimental methods which exploit
that egg-to-egg variation. Indeed. the very variation in egg
characteristics that Xenopus spawnings offer, but is usually
overlooked. forms the basis for our strategy for understanding how
the cytoplasm of the egg is organized. Two methods that we have
previously employed are gravity orientations such as egg rotation
and egg inversion. From those analyses a model emerged which
depicts the egg cytoplasm as being organized into a set of zones.
domains or compartments (Neff et al., 1984). By examining the
histological features of eggs that exhibited various responses to
rotation/inversion, and comparing these features with subsequent
morphological patterning. a .cj1.oplasmic compartment. model for
egg cj1.oplasm organization has been formulated (Malacinski and

Neff. 1986). In the present report. centrifugation of the uncleaved
egg was employed as a probe for understanding egg cytoplasm
organization. The strategy was to analyze eggs with different
cytoplasmic consistencies. Studies which employ mild centrifugal
force to alter amphibian embryonic axis formation have been
previously carried out (reviewed in Black and Gerhart. 1986). The
extensive variability in response of different batches of eggs to
hypergravity has, however. not been analyzed. The variation is often
substantial. and if percentage axial twinning is employed as an
index. 0 to 100% twins are produced from eggs of different
spawnings (Black and Gerhart. 1986).

In this report a correlation is discovered between twinning
frequency and the cytoplasmic compartmentation of the egg
cytoplasm. This report represents the first formal attempt to
correlate variation in specific egg characteristics (e.g.. CIM value)
with development of morphogenetic pattern. The insights gained
will be valuable for future studies on the ultrastructure and function
of individual cytoplasmic compartments.

Results

Each experiment was designed to ask a specific question about
the relationship between cytoplasmic immobility-CIM (Fig. 1) and
twinning (Rg. 2) in centrifuged eggs. Initial questions concerned the
characterization of CIM values among different spawnings. The
second set of questions deals with survival of centrifuged embryos.
Later questions examine axis bifurcation in spawnings which exhibit
different CIM values.

CIM values
To what extent does the CIM value vary among spawnings?

CIM values were derived for the eggs of 20 spawnings. The data
in Fig. 3 reveal a broad range of values. The exact meaning of the
four-fold spread in CIM values (52flm.192Ilm) is uncertain. However.
this amount of spread provides a basis for speculation that
variations in twinning frequency are related to the cytoplasmic
consistency of test eggs. The CIM values for fertilized eggs are much
higher than for activated eggs. This substantial difference presumably
reflects the decrease in apparent viscosity of the egg cytoplasm
triggered by activation (Elinson, 1985).

To what extent does the CIM value vary within a single spawning?
For the 20 spawnings represented in Fig. 3. the mean standard

deviation is 27%. The range of standard deviations is 13%-51% of
the mean. The extent of scatter about the mean is independent of
CIM value. Furthermore. the range of variation appears to be
independent of sample size. The lowest CIM ever measured was 25
~m; the highest 350 ~m.

Survival rates
To what extent does centrifugation diminish survival rate?

For the two centrifugal forces employed, 15g and 30g. survival
of various developmental stages was monitored_ The data in Fig. 4
reveal that survival is reduced by centrifugation. Interestingly, even
control (not centrifuged) eggs exhibit slightly reduced survival rates.

Is the survival rate (to the tai/bud stage) related to CIM value?
Percentage survival was monitored for various CIM values, at 19

(control) and the centrifugal forces of 15g and 30g. In general. eggs
with higher CIM values exhibited enhanced survival rates (Rg. 5).
Curiously. even at 19 eggs with higher CIM values displayed higher
survival rates.

CIM values and twinning
Do two different scoring systems for twinning provide comparable
data?

The data in Rg. 6A reveal that twinning index (TI)and percent
twinning (%T)do indeed generate comparable data. In addition, the
range of the TIand %Tdata for the 20 spawnings is very broad. as
illustrated in Rg. 68. This observation of a broad range of twinning
is consistent with previous reports (see Introduction).
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Fig. 1. Cytoplasmic compartment shifts and measurement of cytoplasmic immobility (CIM) in inverted eggs.IAI Plastic section (1JJm thick) of
typical unfertilized egg illustrating cytoplasm;c compartments which are based primanly on yolk platelet distribution: SYM, small yolk mass; IYM.
intermediate yolk mass; L YM. farge yolk mass: and SVL, subcortIcal vltellme layer (see Neff et al.. 1984 for descflprion of rhe compartments). (8) Phase
micrograph of a mid.sagittal thick section through a T= 0.5 Inverted egg shows the movement of rhe L YM and fYM with the gravity vector and the
movement of the SYM against rhe gravity vector (diagrammed in CI. The combined thickness of the SVL, IYM and LYMleft in rhe vegetal hemisphere
of inverted eggs at T~ 0.5 (double arrows) IS used to measure CIM. ID.f) Mid-sagittal sections through the vegetal half (hemisphere) of T= 0.5 inverted
eggs from different spawnings showing different CIMs. (G) Control unfertilized egg inverted until T= 0.5. Magnification bars= 100 J.lm.

Is the range in twinning frequency related to CIM values?
Using the two scoring systems. the relationship between twinning

and CIM was analyzed. Figs. 7A and C illustrate the result when
.twinning index- was scored. A strong correlation is observed
between ClM and TI.Eggs wrth higherCIM values exhibit substantially

- - - -

diminished Tis. Likewise, when the -percentage twinning- scoring
system was employed. a similar strong direct correlation was
observed between higherCIM values and lower twinning percentage
(Figs. 78 and Dj.

From the above data it is clear that the organization of the egg
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Fig. 2. Scoring system for twinning. IA) Category 1- normal taJ/budembryos. tB) Category 2 -embryos withenlargedcement glands.tCICategory
3. embryos wIth cwo eyes and two cement glands (twmning of the cement gland). IDI Caregory': - embryos with a secondary 8>./5 The secondary axis
IShowever incomplete. lEI Caregory 5 . complete twinning (embryos have complere secondary axis with two sets of eyes and two cement glands. IF)
Representative twins at the tadpole stage. Arrows indicate tYPical cement glands.

cytoplasm varies substantially among Xenopus eggs. That variation.
as defined herein in terms of CIM value. can account for the

variation in twinning response of different batches of eggs to
centrifugation.
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Fig. 3. Cytoplasmic immobilities (CIMs) of spawnings of fertile eggs
utilized for twinning studies. The bold numbers to rhe right of the lines
indlcarerhespawning number. Thecenter vertical bold dash Imesrepresent
the mean CIMin11munits foreach spawning. The mean ClMs ranged from
52 ro 192. Unfertif/zed eggs (un!) had a mean CIM of 388 (n=: 12). The
dashes on the ends of the hnes represent the range of one standard
deviation. The italicized percent numbers to the left of the standard
deviation /lf1es indicate one standard deviation (sd) In terms of a 96of the
meanClM (%sd). The mean number of samples measured per spaWning
was 15 [range: 4-36J. There was no significant correlarion between the
96sd and sample size (r= 0.24).

Discussion

A variety of experimental treatments have been employed to
induce twinning in amphibian embryos. Table 2 provides a summary
of several such studies. Most use alterations in either the force of
gravity and/or the direction of the gravity vector. In all cases,

100

15g (62911372)

] 80
E
~
o
..

t 60
..

controls (440/562)

40
30g (50211519)

20

fertilized
egg.

blastula gastrula

development.1 8t8ge

tailbud

Fig. 4. Survival of centrifuged embryos. Percent survIVal was calculated
from pooled data from all twenty spawnings by the following formula: #
surviving embryos to a given stage!total number of ferrilized eggs at
begmning of experiment x 100. Number of embryos surviving to the tal/bud
stag~ IS indlcdted. A total of 3,453 embryos were scored.
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substantial variation in twinning frequency was observed, Although
it is not known what component of the axis induction system is
finally altered bythese treatments. the initial effect of the treatments
is probably on the organization system of the egg's cytoplasm.

The data presented in this report provides the first direct
correlation between a property of the egg cytoplasm (cytoplasmic
rigidity) and twinning that can account for variation in twinning
frequencies among different spawnings. The CIM data offer a
plausible explanation for what several physical (i.e. gravity)
perturbation methods have in common - they alter the distribution
of the egg's cytoplasm. This explanation is consistent with two
features of the centrifugal force-induced twinning method. First. the
twinning index and percent twinning are related to CIM. Second, as
previous reports have indicated, centrifugation is maximally effective
during a limited period in the first cleavage period (approx. 30%-60%
of the time line between fertilization and furrow appearance) (Black
and Gerhart,1986; Kuneida and Wakahara, 1987). This period
corresponds to the polymerization part of the polymerization/
de polymerization cycle for tubulin (Elinson 1985), and may explain
why, during an interval when the egg's cytoskeleton is undergoing

.100
~.;;

30g (r.0.40; pSO_05)

controls (r.042; pSO_05)

80..
o

"~ 60
2
"i

40

>;;

~ 20

15g (r.O.29: p2:0.10)

o
o 50 100 150 200

cytoplnmlc Immobility (CIM) In ~m

Fig. 5. Correlation between % survival and centrifugal force. Lmes
represent simple finear regression line that can be drawn through the data
points The co{{elation coefficient (r) for each Ime IS given for each
experimental manipulation. The range in 96 survival was as follows:
controls: 2496-10096; 15g: 696-92%; 30g: 596-93%. Pvalue is a two-tailed
significance test.

a temporary reorganization, the egg is labile to physical perturbation,
The correspondence between the survival data and twinning data

further substantiates the above explanation. Eggs with a high CIM
value (i.e., relatively -firm. or _rigid_ internal cytoplasm) exhibit
higher survival rates. Those eggs are less likely to twin. It should
also be noted that spawnings with a large standard deviation in CIM
value (see Fig. 3) will include a relatively high proportion of high CIM
eggs which twin less and survive better. Those spawnings are likely

to generate data which underestimates the twinning frequency in
centrifuged eggs.

The primary target of centrifugation could include any of a
number of components, including the cytoplasmic yolk compartments
(see Fig. i), morphogenetic determinants, the sperm aster, and/or
cytoplasm/cortex interactions. Disruption of the primary target
most likely cascades into alterations in the primary embryonic
induction system. Although it might be tempting to speculate that
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Fig. 6. Comparison of twinning index (Tn and %twinning l"oTI.IAI Comparison ofT! and 96Tscoring systems. T1and % Twere calculated by summing
all the twinning data derived from the 20 spawmngs listed in Fig. 3. Number of embryos scored for each expeflmental group 15 given on rhe abscissa.
IB) Range in T1and 96T In individual spawnings. The range In the T/ and % T for individual spawnings depicted by symbols. Each spawning has a unique
symbol. The range 10 TI at 15g was 1.0 to 4.0: at 30g ir was 1.0 to 4.1. The range;n % T at 15g was 0.0 to 10096 and at 30g it was 0.0 to 8796.

modifications of a primary target in the egg eventually influence the
embryonic organizer such that it induces two sets ofaxial structures.
caution is called for. Embryonic induction consists of two components.
the inducer system and the competence for response system.
Since it is possible that both are altered in twinned embryos.
centrifugation can be presumed to have effected a wholesale re.
ordering of both the inducer and responder systems. As elucidated
in this study, eggs with high CIM values resist the challenge to re-
ordering provoked by centrifugation.

There are of course alternative methods for generating twinned
embryos. The highly regulative character of the early Xenopus
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Fig. 7. Relationship between twinning and CIM (cytoplasmic
immobility). IA) and fC) Correlation between TI and CIM at 15 and 30 g

respectively. (81 and ID) Correlation between 96T and CIM at 15 and 309
respectively. Simple fmear regression fines are illustrated. The correfallOn
coefficient (r) for each fme is gIVen. P value ISa two-tailed significance test.
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embryo can be witnessed when a second primary embryonic
organizer is grafted to the future ventral side of a late blastula-stage
embryo. A twin set of axial structures usually develops. Also.
microinjection of the proto-oncogene int-l RNA into Xenopus eggs,
which is presumably translated during cleavage, causes twinned
axes (McMahon and Moon. 1989). These observations reinforce
the notion that a regulatory cascade for axis development is set into
place shortly after fertilization. Organizer grafts and proto-oncogene
expression no doubt act late. Centrifugation presumably affects
one of the earliest steps in that cascade.

The general strategy of the present analyses, as explained in the
Introduction, involves exploiting egg variation as a method for
gaining insight into features ofthe egg cytoplasm. This theme might
be further expanded in the future by comparing the cytoskeleton of
eggs with 10wCIM values (and presumably a very weak cytoskeleton)
to those with the highest CIM values (e.g. Neff er al.. 1989). By
comparing eggs at each end of the CIM spectrum, additional insight
into the cytoplasmic organization system might be gained.

Why such egg-to-egg variability exists in the first place, when
laboratory raised (and therefore presumably uniformly treated)
Xenopus were employed. is not easily understood. One explanation
pertains to large, yolk-laden eggs, including many amphibian ones
(e.g. Xenopus), which undergo holoblastic cleavage. Natural selection
forces perhaps favor eggs that contain large stores of yolk.
Considering the enormous number shed in each spawning, it is
conceivable that those large eggs approach the upper size limits of
the quality control mechanisms of the ovary. A balance is perhaps
struck between suitability for survival and fidelity in production of
high quality eggs. Previous observations on repeated spawnings
from individual females revealed that the cytoplasmic features
discussed in this report are not inherited traits (Malacinski and Neff,
1986). Rather. the egg type from a single female varied from one
spawning to the next. In order to accommodate egg variability two
types of regulatory mechanisms can be employed: redundancy -
which provides multiple, overlapping processes to insure that a
process is carried out (e.g. Malacinski and Neff, 1990); and
thresholds - which require only that a minimum level of a regulatory
process be achieved in order to drive a process to completion (e.g.
Meinhardt. 1984). It is possible that combinations of those two



Fig. 8. Comparison of previous
and present scoring systems for
the rigidity of the egg
cytoplasm. The old scoring
system utilized 33 J.lm mmimal
measurmg Units and Included
three classes of eggs: high mobdlty
cytoplasm (HMC). mtermed,ate
mobility cyroplasm (/MC) and low
mobility cytoplasm (LMCJ eggs.
That system emphasized the
fluidity (moblhty) of the cytoplasm
The new scoring system utilizes 5
~Im mimmal measuring units and
therefore has increased
resolution. The new designation. termed cytoplasmic immobif/ry (ClM) emphasizes the rigidity (and resistance ro displacement) of the cytoplasm. which
ISa more accurate represenration of what ISactually measured than the previous scoring system The three diagrams show examples of typical inverred
eggs at T~ 0.5 with low CIM. mtermedlate CIM and high ClM values. The vegetal hemisphere large yolk mass IS mdicated m the diagrams as LYM

. HMC . LMC
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IMC Old
Designation

New
Designation

Inverted Egg~
at T=O.S

50 90 19070

processes act to generate the remarkable degree of uniformity in
developmental pattern typically displayed by different spawnings.
despite the initial variability in egg features listed in Table 1.

In addition to providing an explanation for variability in twinning.
and offering a focus for further studies on the cytoskeleton, the
present analysis forms part of a comprehensive space biology
program designed to learn more about the amphibian egg's
responses to alterations in the gravity force vector (Malacinski et
al., 1989). Whether the egg's natural gravity.oriented rotation
response to activation and the asymmetric displacement of the
cortex (Vincent et al.. 1986) are prerequisites for normal pattern
formation will be tested during spaceflight. The present studies
provide background information. which will be useful in interpreting
the results, especially if a varied response to microgravity is
obtained.

Materials and Methods

Manipulation and centrifugation of fertile eggs
Eggsderived from hormonally stimulated Xenopus females were fertilized

by standard methods. Eggs and embryos ere maintained at 15eC. Fertile
eggs before first cleavage were staged according to proportion of time

between fertilization (T= 0.0) and first cleavage (T= 1.0).

TABLE 2

VARIOUS TREATMENTS TO EGGS INDUCE TWINNING IN
AMPHIBIAN EMBRYOS

Treatment Comment Reference
-- ~-~

delayed fertilizatIon overnpeness of
ovarian eggs

a-.olotl and
Rana eggs

Rana eggs

W.tSChl, 1952
Wakahara (unpublishedl

Pasteels. 1964
Kubota. 1967

Schultze. 1894;
Penners and SchielD. 1928

Kirschner er al. 1980

see Table 11n
B(ack.and Gerhart, 1986

rotation

demembranationjrotation

centrifugation long histOry, but
no e~Dlanatlon fOf
variability of response

substantial egg-egg
vanatlon

Scharf er a'-. 1989020 treatment

-----

110 150130 170

CIM (in J.1m)

Dejellied (2.5% thioglycolic acid - pH 8.34) eggs were embedded in 9%
gelatin (Kanto Chemicals. Japan) in 20% Steinberg's solution (pH 7.4,
penicillin G potassium -100 IUjml. and streptomycin sulfate - 0.1 mgjmt).
Approximately 60 eggs were pipetted into molten 9% gelatin !25CC) and
transferred to a 35 mm plastic dish (Falcon 1008) containing 1.5 ml molten
gelatin. These eggs were aligned along one diameter of the dish with their
animal hemispheres facing up. Sperm entrance sites were also aligned such
that they all faced in one direction. Aligned eggs were chilled on ice for 2
minutes and then placed at 15cC for approximately 10 minutes.

T= 0.4 gelatin-embedded eggs were centrifuged at right angles to their
animal/vegetal axis with their sperm entrance sites facing the center of the
centrifuge (centripetal side). Eggs were centrifuged at 15 g (475 rpm), and

30 g (750 rpm) for 4 minutes at 10(\C. Control eggs were also dejellied.

embedded in gelatin, and aligned but not centrifuged.
After centrifugation, eggs were incubated at 15°C in their normal

orientation with animal hemisphere facing up. At the 8-cell stage embryos
were removed from the gelatin (35°C. for 1 to 2 minutes). Embryos were
observed at the blastula and tailbud stages. Dead and highly abnormal
embryos (abnormal cleavages. cytoplasmic leakage. partial lysis) were
counted and incorporated into the data base before being discarded.

Twinning Index
Surviving tail bud embryos were classified into 5 categories based on the

degree of twinning (Fig. 2). The twinning index is derived by the following
formula: number of embryos within a given category times (x) the category
values (1 through 5) divided by total number of embryos. Twinning index
ranges from 1.0 (100% normal)to 5 (100% .category 5. twins). Alternatively,
.percent twinning. (percentage of embryos in categories 2-5) was employed
as a scoring system.

Cytoplasmic Immobllfty determinatIon

For each spawning an aliquot of eggs was used to determine the apparent
cytoplasmic viscosity or. in a true operational sense, the cytoplasmic
immobility (CIM). Freshly spawned eggs were mechanically inverted in
plastic dishes and fertilized with standard methods. Six minutes after
fertilization the eggs were incubated in 20% Fical! until T= 0.5 (15cC). At T=
0.5 eggs were fixed in PBFG (4% formalin, 2.5% glutaraldehyde, phosphate

buffer. pH 7.4) overnight. washed in phosphate buffer. and transferred to
25% ethanol in 75% phosphate buffer. Eggs were sectioned with a razor
blade into 50 to 100 Jlm thick mid-sagittal sections along the tilt axis of the
inverted egg (Fig. 1). The thickness of the SVL (subcortical vitelline layer).
LYM (large yolk mass), and IYM (intermediate yolk mass) (Fig. 1) remaining
in the vegetal hemisphere was measured with an inverted microscope (x10
lens) with an ocular measuring device (x10 ocular lens: 1 unit= 5 Jlm). Figs.
IB and C (double arrows) indicate the measurements made to Quantitate
CIM. Unfertilized eggs as well as eggs injured or activated during the egg
manipulations were discarded. The c)1oplasmic immobility of eggs from a
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single spawning is expressed as the mean of all the cytoplasmic immobility
measurements.

It should be noted that this designation - CIM- represents a change from
that employed in previous reports from this laboratory (e.g. Neff et al., 1984:
Smith and Neff, 1986). Previously, cytoplasmic mobility (CM) was employed
as the scoring system. Fig. 8 illustrates a comparison of the two scoring
systems. The CIMdeterminations and scoring fortwinning of axial structures
were done in a single blind fashion. After the data was collected by different
persons. it was plotted and interpreted.
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